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OUR CENTENARY,
YOUR CELEBRATION.
2020 marks the year that Namibia Breweries turns 100. While we are incredibly proud of this
milestone, we are also humbled by the fact that we could not have done this without your
support. We owe our longevity to the employees, customers, shareholders and communities
that we have worked with over the years. Thank you for being a part of our journey.

“As I reflect with pride and nostalgia on the rich legacy spanning over 10 decades, we remember and honor our
founders and we celebrate the fact that what they envisioned 100 years ago, has become a reality. When everyone
saw four distressed breweries, they saw potential. We recognize and appreciate a century of visionary and inspiring
leadership which has over the years embodied the core values and vision which has resulted in NBL’s reputation
and legacy as a world-class brewing company. We thank every individual and team player over the last 100 years
for their continued commitment and support which has made NBL the unique and great community it is today.
Indeed, you have added a colorful layer to the rich history of the NBL story by building more than just a company
- touching so many lives together; investing in each other’s dreams, and creating centuries worth of memories.
It is my wish that our children, their children and the generations to come will continue nurturing, embracing and
building on our purpose and legacy that has been left for them, with the same authenticity, integrity and worldclass leadership. Here’s to a rich legacy, happy moments and centuries worth of memories – Happy 100th
Birthday, NBL!” Sven Thieme, Executive Chairman
“What a proud moment to be part of a company that has been around for 100 years! I am inspired by
the legacy of what we stand for through our brands, our people and products, and believe that NBL will
continue this legacy for hundreds of years. I am excited about the countless opportunities as is evident in
our local market and equally so the immense opportunity that exists outside our Namibian borders.
My wish for NBL is to have continued success in Namibia and beyond. Here’s to a century of great
memories and many more opportunities! Prost!” Wessie van der Westhuizen, Chief Executive

Officer

“Over the past 100 years, NBL’s resolve and deep-rooted determination for world-class quality, high
standards and continuous innovation have resulted in Namibia’s leading beverage company playing
an ongoing pioneering role in Namibia’s brewing and beverage industry. We are inspired by our
people’s dedication, passion and perseverance over many generations to attain ground-breaking
achievements and through this, reaffirm our commitment to the O&L Purpose “Creating a Future,
Enhancing Life”. It is my wish that this success that has shaped NBL will continue and carry us
through for centuries to come. Cheers!” Marco Wenk, Managing Director, Namibia

Breweries

